A vast amount of data on the natural resistance of Saccharomyces cerevisiae to a diverse array of chemicals has been generated over the past decade (chemical genetics). We endeavored to use this data to better characterize the ''systems'' level properties of this phenomenon. By collating data from over 30 different genome-scale studies on growth of gene deletion mutants in presence of diverse chemicals, we assembled the largest currently available gene-chemical network. We also derived a second gene-gene network that links genes with significantly overlapping chemical-genetic profiles. We analyzed properties of these networks and investigated their significance by overlaying various sources of information, such as presence of TATA boxes in their promoters (which typically correlate with transcriptional noise), association with TFIID or SAGA, and propensity to function as phenotypic capacitors. We further combined these networks with ubiquitin and protein kinase-substrate networks to understand chemical tolerance in the context of major post-translational regulatory processes. Hubs in the gene-chemical network (multidrug resistance genes) are notably enriched for phenotypic capacitors (buffers against phenotypic variation), suggesting the generality of these players in buffering mechanistically unrelated deleterious forces impinging on the cell. More strikingly, analysis of the gene-gene network derived from the gene-chemical network uncovered another set of genes that appear to function in providing chemical tolerance in a cooperative manner. These appear to be enriched in lineage-specific and rapidly diverging members that also show a corresponding tendency for SAGA-dependent regulation, evolutionary divergence and noisy expression patterns. This set represents a previously underappreciated component of the chemical response that enables cells to explore alternative survival strategies. Thus, systems robustness and evolvability are simultaneously active as general forces in tolerating environmental variation. We also recover the actual genes involved in the above-discussed network properties and predict the biochemistry of their products. Certain key components of the ubiquitin system (e.g. Rcy1, Wss1 and Ubp16), peroxisome recycling (e.g. Irs4) and phosphorylation cascades (e.g. NPR1, MCK1 and HOG) are major participants and regulators of chemical resistance. We also show that a major sub-network boosting mitochondrial protein synthesis is important for exploration of alternative survival strategies under chemical stress. Further, we find evidence that cellular exploration of survival strategies under chemical stress and secondary metabolism draw from a common pool of biochemical players (e.g. acetyltransferases and a novel NTN hydrolase).
Introduction
Elucidating gene functions is one of the most important challenges in genomics and computational biology. Recent technological advances in automation, allied with the genetic tractability of some model organisms (e.g. Saccharomyces cerevisiae), have made the genome-wide application of classical molecular biology and genetics techniques possible. A prime example of this revolution in functional genomics has been generation of homozygous and heterozygous gene deletion collections in budding yeast, representing partial and complete loss-of-function mutants, and their utilization in a variety of genetic studies.
1,2 Earlier studies on such mutant collections in S. cerevisiae indicated that B17-20% of the yeast genes are essential (or indispensable) for growth under standard laboratory conditions. 1,2 While this straightforward characterization of the ''essential gene complement'' has a certain importance in understanding the basic organization of biological functions, terms like essentiality and dispensability are frequently misunderstood in the literature. There is a common tendency to associate essentiality identified in such experiments as a condition-independent assessment of the ''importance'' of a gene. It is in this context that researchers in the past few years are turning their focus to a more natural view of gene-essentiality, i.e. a condition-specific view. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Here yeast mutant libraries have come of great use in assessing the role each gene might have in natural tolerance to varying environmental and chemical conditions. 1, 2, 5, 8 In such studies, the fitness (equated with growth) of each mutant is measured in the presence or absence of a given condition (e.g. exposure to a drug in the growth medium). By testing hundreds of chemical and environmental conditions, a recent study reported that more than 95% of the yeast mutants exhibited altered growth in at least one environmental/chemical condition. 5 This presents a very different view of gene function from that derived from the previous essentiality studies and offers new openings to decipher gene functions.
In yeast the number of genes with no direct experimental evidence is typically estimated as being over 1000. 9 Although a notable fraction of these proteins contain conserved domains 9 that might help in predicting their biochemistry, these conserved features might not be sufficient to understand their biological role. Furthermore, ''uncharacterized'' yeast genes are enriched in fungi-specific proteins that might not have conserved features of predictive value. It is here that the chemical genetic experiments might help elucidate functions of such ''uncharacterized'' genes. Gene expression profiling in S. cerevisiae revealed that genes transiently induced by different environmental stresses are also enriched for uncharacterized genes, suggesting that this subset might be of adaptive value in changing environments.
10 Follow-up experiments on chemical profiling studies have indeed begun yielding more precise views of the gene/protein functions-for example ORF Ybr261c was predicted by means of sequence analysis to be a Rossmann fold methyltransferase. However, chemical genetic profiling with additional confirmatory experiments showed that it is likely to methylate components of the translation apparatus, thereby providing greater clarity on its function.
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Although extremely powerful for uncovering gene functions, the yeast mutant collection has technical limitations that must be considered. For example, detection of growth differentials in naturally slow-growing mutants can be difficult, making assessments of the role of the gene in resistance uncertain. Different researchers might also use different growth conditions and employ different techniques to assess fitness, such as noncompetitive growth in arrays and competitive growth in pools, in which barcoded cells are grown together. 12 Hence, a certain level of discordance between studies is observed. Integration of data from different studies and obtained using different techniques and conditions is an excellent strategy to complement the limitations and make use of the advantages of each methodology. For example, a study demonstrated that the integration of chemical-genetic data with synthetic genetic interactions can indeed provide useful information on pathways targeted by growth-inhibitory chemicals. 13, 14 More recently, Hoon et al. described a miniaturized platform comprising three different gene-dosage assays, which was shown to improve the experiment's sensitivity and specificity, with potential applications in drug target identification. 15 We have recently shown that the integration of chemical genetics, protein-protein interaction and protein complex data, in conjunction with comprehensive sequence analysis of the protein components of these complexes reveals a previously unexpected role of particular functional systems as natural buffers against chemical stress in yeast. 16 We realized that other such computational analysis of the yeast chemical profiling data, which combines sensitive sequence analysis with novel network representations of this information, can provide new insights into the organization of the chemicalstress resistance mechanisms in cells. In the present study we assembled the hitherto largest gene-chemical tolerance dataset (measured using relative fitness) derived from chemical-genetic studies performed over a decade. We represent this data as the chemical phenotype network (CPnet) and used it to uncover some critical principles governing yeast tolerance to bioactive chemical substances. We further overlaid this network with other sources of genome-scale data, such as transcriptional and translational noise, presence/absence of TATA-box, TFIID-/SAGA-dominance status and phenotypic capacitance (see Materials and methods for details) to: (i) elucidate different systems involved in multidrug resistance; (ii) assess roles of two major post-translational modifications, i.e. phosphorylation and ubiquitination, in chemical stress tolerance; (iii) construct a shared chemical phenotype network (SCPnet) that links genes involved in resistance to a significant number of common chemicals. We identified a remarkable absence of overlap between the hubs in the SCPnet and multidrug resistance genes (MDRs), pointing to the presence of a previously unrecognized underlying structure in the yeast response to chemical stress, i.e. deployment of two distinct sets of genes, namely those that by themselves confer tolerance to diverse chemicals (MDRs) and those that functionally partner with a diverse gene set to enable the cell to explore alternative survival strategies when faced with adverse chemicals. Additional analyses were performed to uncover potential biochemical mechanisms by which the SCPnet allows tolerance against chemical stress and provide clues on how evolution molded the yeast genome to keep robustness while maintaining its plasticity.
Results and discussion
Systems-level representation of the S. cerevisiae chemical response Assembly of the chemical phenotype network: multi-drug resistance and its regulation by post-translational modifications. We collated the results from 34 original chemical-genomics (see Materials and methods for references) studies to obtain a comprehensive list of genes whose deletion (either heterozygous or homozygous) causes a growth defect in the respective deletion strains in the presence of a given chemical as opposed to the same strain grown in absence of the chemical. Although the bulk of the data came from large scale studies that simultaneous assayed a diverse list of compounds, we also included as many single-chemical studies as we could, especially given that they provided information on chemicals that were absent from the larger screens. In scoring a gene as being required in natural tolerance to a given chemical, we entirely relied on the assessment of the authors of the primary studies rather than apply our own criteria for this decision. While it is clear that there would be a certain subjectivity and difference in the criteria applied to make this decision in the individual studies, we chose to be inclusive so as to not miss functional effects that might be apparent only under certain conditions. For consistency in the overall rationale employed in this study (see below), we only included those gene deletants that compromised fitness, and not those that conferred increased fitness to chemicals. The final list of genes and chemicals was the non-redundant collation (union) of these 34 datasets and, to our knowledge, represents the largest assembly of such chemical-fitness data. To conceptualize this data we chose a network representation wherein we connected a gene to a chemical against which it conferred tolerance or natural resistance. We term the resultant bimodal network of genes and chemicals the chemical phenotype network (CPnet). The CPnet contains 5233 ORFs and 425 distinct compounds (nodes) linked by 54 769 edges (Additional file 1w) (see Materials and methods for details). In contrast to the ubiquitous power-law degree distributions of biological networks, the degree distribution of the CPnet can be partially approximated by an exponential distribution (y = 930.78e À0.097x , R 2 = 0.96 and mode = 5; Fig. 1a) . We used the transition in slope of the tangent to the degree distribution curve towards the horizontal asymptote (i.e. m 4 À1) as the threshold to define highly connected genes or hubs in the CPnet. We identified 517 hubs in the CPnet-they are genes required for growth in the presence of multiple chemicals; hence we term them multidrug resistance genes (MDRs). Consistent earlier studies (whose datasets were included in our compendium), 3,5 transporters, transcription factors and proteins involved in endosomal trafficking figure among the MDRs identified in our analysis. For example, transmembrane transporters are significantly over-represented among the MDR genes (Fisher Exact Test (FET); p E 1.2 Â 10 À3 ), suggesting the potential importance of direct efflux as a component of natural resistance. In line with the results of the largest individual dataset and a directed study on heavy metal resistance, 5,17 the endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) and retromer complexes are also major players in the MDR set, suggesting that endosomes-to-vacuole and the retrograde endosometo-Golgi trafficking of proteins are required for tolerance to a wide range of compounds.
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By combining these results with our recent reconstruction of the yeast ubiquitin network, 18 we found that the above-defined MDRs are preferentially ubiquitinated relative to the other gene products in the CPnet (FET; p E 3 Â 10 À4 ) (Table 1) . This is compatible with the well-known role for multiple ubiquitination events in endosomal trafficking and cargo sorting mediated by the ESCRT machinery. 19 We also observed that 31 of MDRs are themselves components of the Ub pathway. Of these proteins nearly 50% are specifically involved in regulation of vesicular trafficking or the Golgi complex, and were parts of a distinct densely connected sub-graph that we identified in our previous analysis of the Ub network.
18 Like ubiquitination, we also found an enrichment for phosphorylation events (p E 3.2 Â 10 À3 ) among MDRs, suggesting that major players in generic chemical tolerance might be under the regulation of key protein kinase cascades (see below for additional details). Further, the ubiquitinated and phosphorylated MDR proteins present a marginally significant overlap (p E 0.0147) and there might be a certain degree of interplay between the two major post-translational modification events in regulation of the general resistance. However, a more objective assessment of the significance of the above results would require data on condition-specific post-translational modifications (see below).
Analysis of MDRs reveals novel roles for components of multiple intracellular trafficking systems in chemical tolerance.
One of the MDRs that emerged in our analysis is the EH-module-UBA domain protein Ede1, which has been recently shown to be an important player in receptor internalization.
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Based on these observations we propose that a mechanism by which intracellular trafficking system could facilitate chemical tolerance is via receptor down-regulation. Ubiquitination also regulates formation of vesicles from early endosomes that join the trans-Golgi network (TGN), allowing cargos to be recycled to the plasma membrane. 21, 22 A key player in this phenomenon is Rcy1, an F-box protein subunit of ubiquitin E3-ligases 23 that emerges as a MDR in our analysis. Rcy1 and its binding partner Skp1 have been previously shown to play a critical role in recycling the v-SNARE protein Snc1 from early endosomes. 24 The Rcy1-mediated membrane protein recycling process also involves the phospholipid translocase Cdc50-Drs2 and Ypt31/Ypt32, two closely related Rab GTPases that also affect the half-life and localization of Rcy1. 21 Remarkably, Ypt31 and Ypt32 show striking dissimilarity in their chemical genetics profiles. Ypt31 is required for tolerance to 39 chemicals in our dataset, whereas its paralog is linked to only a single chemical. This strongly suggests a functional divergence between closely related paralogs, with Ypt31 being specifically coupled to Rcy1 in chemical resistance processes. Prior studies show that Rcy1 is part of a canonical Skp1-Cullin-F-box (SCF) complex involving Rcy1, Cdc53 and Hrt1. 18, 25 However, Cdc53 and Hrt1 are not highly connected in the CPnet, which is consistent with previous data suggesting their non-involvement in endosomal trafficking. 24 Taking these results together, we postulate that Rcy1 is specifically targeted to the trafficking system through the involvement of Ypt31 and mediates distinct ubiquitin-related regulatory events independently of its characterized SCF partners. Thus, Rcy1 could be part of a recycling process of membrane permeases that serve as another mechanism by which endosomal sorting pathways might play a role in generic chemical resistance.
The CPnet also helps to clarify the potential role of another distinct trafficking pathway in general chemical resistance. The EH-module containing calcium-binding protein Irs4p was reported by Hillenmeyer et al.
5 as a major drug resistance gene and since this dataset is included in our analyses, we also found Irs4 as a highly connected MDR. The Irs4D endocytosis-related phenotypes were previously attributed to the deletion of the regulatory region of a neighboring gene (in the opposite strand), Vps51, which encodes a protein with key roles in recycling several cargoes.
26 Irs4 is linked to roughly three times more chemicals than Vps51 (77 and 22, respectively) and the overlap between their chemical profiles is lower than 50%. This suggests that indeed Irs4 has important, Vps51-independent, roles in chemical tolerance. Indeed, recently, Irs4 and its close paralog Tax4 have been shown to lack an endocytotic function but have been implicated in: (1) positively regulating the phosphatase Inp51 to reduce the levels of the second messenger phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 27 and (2) autophagy (formation of a double-membraned vesicle that is subsequently degraded in the vacuole/lysosome) and pexophagy (comparable degradation of the peroxisome). 26 We observed that while the phosphatase Inp51 shared over 60% of the linked chemicals with Irs4, the latter had over three times the connections to chemicals than the former. Further, its paralog Tax4 is only required for resistance to a small number of chemicals. These observations imply that, in contrast to previous suggestions of Irs4 and Tax4 being functionally We measured the distance between every SCPnet pair of genes (genes forming linked by an edge) in the genetic (red) and protein-protein (blue) interaction networks. Only 2.43% of the SCPnet edges are directly supported by PPIs or GIs. This fraction increases to 30% when one bridging node is allowed in the PPI or GI networks (d = 2). By using degree-preserving rewired replicates of the SCPnet (light-red and light-blue), we no longer observed this trend. These second-degree interactions are more frequent in the GI network, suggesting that SCPnet edges are likely to reflect gene interactions in common pathways, even without close physical interaction between their encoded proteins.
redundant, 26 they are likely to have distinct functions, with Irs4 specializing in chemical resistance processes. Further, the observation that Irs4 is required for tolerance to a far greater set of chemicals than its functional partner Inp51 indicates that the bulk of its tolerance function is most likely via its role in the autophagy pathway. This suggests that in addition to starvation and pathogen response, autophagy and pexophagy might be important general shields against chemical stress effects (see below for further evidence). Thus, our observations indicate that multiple independent intracellular trafficking systems appear to provide distinct generalized survival strategies against environmental chemicals. It is likely that chemical resistance also requires positive functional interaction between multiple genes to be completely effective, an aspect that is not entirely clear from the CPnet. In this regard we reasoned that genes with significant overlaps in their chemical-genetic profiles might throw light on distinct pathways or potential cooperation between them in tolerance to chemical stresses. Accordingly, we took the CPnet as a starting point, compared the chemicalgenetic profiles of every pair of genes, and identified those that shared a higher number of links to chemicals than expected by chance alone. Such genes were represented as nodes of a network and linked by edges, which formally indicate significant similarity in their chemical-genetic profiles. This network was termed the shared chemical phenotype network (SCPnet). The statistical significance of interactions leading to an edge in the SCPnet was computed by a simulation that created 1000 degree-preserving random CPnets (see Materials and methods for details). The SCPnet has 4631 genes linked by 40 102 edges (each edge defined by interactions with p r 10 À3 ; Fig. 1a , Additional file 2w). Interestingly, we observed that only 2.43% of the edges in the SCPnet are mirrored in the protein-protein interaction (PPI) or genetic interaction (GI) networks (i.e. distance (d) = 1, Fig. 1b ). However, this fraction increases to 30% (or 12 070 edges) when allowing one bridging node in the PPI or GI networks to connect a given pair of genes in the SCPnet (d = 2, Fig. 1b ). This trend is not observed when the same analysis is performed using degree-preserving rewired replicates of the SCPnet (Fig. 1b) . Moreover, these seconddegree connections are more frequent in the GI than in the PPI network (Fig. 1b) . Despite not being immediate neighbors, the topological closeness of SCPnet nodes in the PPI and GI networks indicates that they are likely to participate in common sub-systems even if their gene products do not exhibit close physical interaction. Further, greater representation of topologically close pairs in the GI networks hints that these functional relationships are likely to represent previously unrecovered genetic interactions and other more subtle interactions within a shared functional context. Like CPnet, the degree distribution of the SCPnet can be partially approximated by an exponential distribution (y = 350.2e
À0.046x and R 2 = 0.9496) (Fig. 1a) . We used this distribution to define the hubs in the SCPnet just as in the CPnet. There were 670 of these, henceforth called SCP-hubs. We investigated the resistance of the SCPnet to random deletion of nodes or preferential removal of hubs (failure and attack, respectively). 28 The SCPnet is considerably more resistant to attack than the GI network and modestly more resistant than the PPI, indicating the possibility of backup among the SCP-hubs (Additional file 3w). In most biological networks (e.g. PPI and GI), hubs show a tendency to connect to their low-degree counterparts; hence, these networks are called dissortative. 29 In contrast, the SCPnet is highly assortative (assortativity = 0.314), with SCP-hubs forming a strongly connected component. Importantly, the assortativity is completely absent in simulated degree-preserving randomly rewired replicates of the SCPnet (the maximum achieved value was 0.0075). Hence, the observed assortativity is a distinctive property of the real SCPnet and not merely a consequence of its degree distribution. This led us to the question of the biological relevance of this high assortativity in the context of natural chemical tolerance. Since each connection in the SCPnet is based on chemical interactions shared by the two nodes, it is likely that the number of edges a given chemical is involved is proportional to the systems ''complexity'' required to allow growth in the presence of the chemical. Here ''complexity'' is defined in an inclusive sense, encompassing all kinds of functional interactions, such as physical inter-molecular 
a We used a binary classification for TATA box presence/absence and SAGA/TFIID dominance. Hence, the significance levels of TATA-containing and SAGA-dominated genes enrichment in SCP-hubs/MDRs also reflect the under-representation of TATA-less and TFIID-dominated genes. The up and down arrows denote over-and under-representation respectively. The p-values were obtained by using the Fisher Exact Test.
interactions, regulatory interactions and compensatory pathways. To explore this idea further, we used the randomized degree-preserving SCPnets to investigate two issues: (i) if the total number of chemicals covered in the randomized networks is the same when compared to the real network; (ii) for each of the covered chemicals, how many edges (gene-gene interactions in the SCPnet) are involved in the tolerance to the given substance. The randomized SCPnets covered approximately 199 chemicals on average, never reaching the 312 chemicals present in the real SCPnet. Furthermore, by comparing the real SCPnet and each randomized network, we noticed that, in addition to the higher coverage of chemicals, the real SCPnet also has a greater number of edges involving the covered chemicals (Additional file Fig. 4w) . Therefore, the assortativity and robustness to attack in the SCPnet arises from a distinctive hidden structure that represents the strong functional interactions between a core set of genes (SCP-hubs) in simultaneously providing tolerance to a wide range of substances.
Hubs in the CP and SCP networks have complementary nature and distinct features. We were interested in understanding the relationship between the SCP-hubs and the hubs in the CPnet (i.e. MDRs). Surprisingly, we discovered that the overlap between the MDRs and SCP-hubs is much lower than expected by chance-only 29 SCP-hubs are also MDRs; such a low overlap is not recovered in any of 10 000 randomly generated replicates of MDRs and SCP-hubs. Further investigation showed that MDRs and SCP-hubs show highly distinct and often opposing trends across several independent metrics (Table 1) . For instance, SCP-hubs tend to harbor TATA boxes in their upstream regions, whereas MDRs tend to be TATA-less (Table 1) . The presence of a TATA box in the promoter regions affects the recruitment of pre-initiation complex: TATA-containing genes preferentially recruit SAGA, whereas TATA-less genes are mainly occupied by TFIID (respectively termed SAGA-and TFIID-dominated genes 30, 31 ). Keeping with this inference, we also found promoters of SCP-hubs showing a bias towards being SAGA-dominated (Table 1) , with an exactly opposite trend observed in MDRs, where there is a dominance of TFIID occupancy. SCP-hubs are also enriched in targets of the RNA-polymerase associated mediator complex subunit, the general stress attenuator kinase Srb10, 32 suggesting that expression of SCP-hubs are under a general regulatory switch mediated by the opposing actions of Srb10 and SAGA. By analyzing transcriptional profiles, Gasch et al. previously identified a set of genes potentially involved in the adaptation to various environmental stresses.
33 Interestingly, the MDRs and SCP-hubs are respectively under-and over-represented among these environmental stress-induced genes (Table 1) , which correlates with the role of SAGA-mediated transcription in environmental stress responses. 31, 33 We also found MDR genes to have a highly constrained gene expression, with virtually no divergence during long-term evolution in poor medium, 34 which is consistent with their TATA-less promoters. In contrast, there is an inverse tendency in SCP-hubs (Table 1) , which is a feature related to the enrichment of TATA-containing genes in their midst.
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TATA-containing promoters were suggested to mediate noisy gene expression, possibly providing adaptive advantages under environmental stress conditions. [35] [36] [37] Previous studies also showed that there is little correspondence between the genes induced by environmental and radiation stress with those required for sustained growth under the same stress condition. 38, 39 Based on this precedence and the above properties of the hubs in the two networks, we propose an explanation for their opposing trends and paradox in terms of their functions: MDRs are likely to be the genes that are typically required for persistent growth in presence of the various chemicals, mounting general responses to them. The SCP-hubs seem to be distinct in providing a cooperative genetic apparatus that prepares the cell for an altered state, exploring different survival strategies in the presence of the chemical. Regulation of SCP-hubs via SAGA binding to TATA-containing promoters potentially allows their noisy expression as a part of the exploration of various biochemical alternatives in search of one that might favor survival. The more stable expression of MDRs, on the other hand, is probably critical for them serving as a sustained defensive mechanism against several deleterious substances.
We found further support for the above concept of the differential roles of MDRs and SCP-hubs in the data generated by recent studies on proteins involved in phenotypic robustness of biological systems in face of constant environmental variation.
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Genes that buffer organisms against such fluctuations/ perturbations are typically called phenotypic capacitors. 40 Interestingly, MDRs are highly over-represented among phenotypic capacitors, whereas SCP-hubs are largely excluded from this group (Table 1) . This pattern mirrors the opposing trends discussed above and is consistent with the differential regulation of these genes by promoters differing in the presence of a TATA box. MDRs being constantly expressed via TFIID-dominated promoters are likely to provide a persistent buffer against chemical insults-they are hence critical for robustness of the system in face of such stresses. An exactly opposite role appears to emerge for the SCP-hubsrather than constraining phenotypic variability they appear to be involved in presenting a diversity of exploratory strategies, some of which might have an adaptive value under the atypical conditions induced by the chemical presence.
Mitochondrial protein synthesis apparatus, rapidly diverging and lineage-specific genes are major players among SCP-hubs. We observed a significant enrichment for genes encoding mitochondrial proteins among SCP-hubs (108 out of 670 SCP-hubs; FET; p E 1.35 Â 10 À7 ). Further, the majority of these mitochondrial SCP-hubs form a relatively isolated, densely connected, sub-graph of the SCPnet (Fig. 2) . Hence, these mitochondrial functions appear to comprise a functional element distinct from the rest of the SCP-hubs. We noted that B45% of these mitochondrial SCP-hubs are specifically involved in mRNA maturation and translation (e.g. mitochondrial ribosomal proteins, tRNA synthetases and translation factors; Fig. 2 , Additional file 5w). Together they might boost mitochondrial productivity at the level of mitochondrial protein synthesis. An important aspect of oxidative metabolism is the more efficient extraction of energy per sugar molecule. In standard sugar-rich environments, yeast grows rapidly using glycolysis to generate ATP. However, it has been observed that stress conditions induce yeast to rapidly change its gene expression program, with slower growth and increased expression of stress-resistance pathways. In this configuration, mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is used as the preferred pathway to produce ATP. 36 Previous studies have shown that increased mitochondrial energy production is required to counter deleterious effects of reactive oxygen stress. 41 In light of this, we propose that the mitochondrial SCP-hubs probably have comparable roles in chemical tolerance. Like in the case of classical environmental stresses, a switch to the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism might serve number of purposes: (1) in light of the above observation on the nature of SCP-hubs it is conceivable that the more efficient energy metabolism might help in driving the ''noisy'' explorative processes elicited by the presence of chemicals. (2) Likewise it might also allow investing energy for driving various detoxification processes such as trafficking, repair and active chemical efflux mechanism in the cells.
A distinct aspect of the SCP-hubs is revealed by the striking over-representation of experimentally ''uncharacterized'' genes (as defined by SGD, see Introduction) that we found in this set (p E 8.3 Â 10 À7 ). The current lack of functional evidence for the set of B1000 ''uncharacterized'' genes has been attributed to three major (not mutually exclusive) explanations: 9 (i) the low expression levels in standard conditions; (ii) the predominance of fungi-specific genes; (iii) functions exerted by their protein products could be important under special conditions, e.g. presence of particular deleterious chemicals. Indeed, we found that SCP-hubs are less transcribed and their protein products are present in lower abundances (WMWT; p r 8 Â 10
À3
). We detected no significant difference in the half-life of the SCP-hubs mRNAs or protein products when compared to those of other genes, indicating that the low protein levels of the SCP-hubs are most probably a result of transcriptional/translational regulation and not a consequence of differential degradation of mRNAs/proteins. We also found an over-representation of genes with close homologs (defined by e-value r 0.001; Z 30% query/hit coverage in a single pass BLAST search) only in yeasts of the saccharomycotina lineage among SCP-hubs (FET; p E 2.5 Â 10
). Consistent with this we also noted a general under-representation of proteins with strong pan-eukaryotic conservation among SCP-hubs (FET; p E 5.6 Â 10
À8
). The over-representation of these yeastspecific/fast-evolving genes is even more remarkable when mitochondrial proteins are excluded from the SCP-hubs set (FET; p E 1.5 Â 10 À4 ). A part of this apparent lineagespecificity arises from accelerated evolution in the yeast lineage-a striking example of this is the yeast mitochondrial translation factor GatF, a glutamate amidotransferase subunit, which while conserved in all cellular organisms is particularly divergent in yeast (it does not detect its orthologs from other eukaryotic lineages in a single-pass BLAST search). The remainder of the lineage-specificity observed among the SCP-hubs emerges from rapidly diverging lineage-specific paralogs and de novo innovations, especially in the form of TM and low complexity proteins (Additional File 5w). SCP-hubs tend to have far fewer protein interaction partners than MDRs (WMWT; p o 2.9 Â 10 À15 ). In general, SCP-hubs also have less PPIs than non-hubs (FET; p E 7.7 Â 10 À7 ), providing a potential explanation for how a large number of new lineage-specific SCP-hubs could emerge relatively rapidly in evolution. Presence of fewer physical interactions probably allows rapid divergence (perhaps via positive selection) due the lack of the constraints arising from the need to conserve interaction interfaces with partners.
Sequence analysis of rapidly diverging and lineage-specific SCP hubs suggests novel chemical survival strategies. We used sensitive sequence analysis methods to understand the possible functions of these lineage-specific or rapidly diverging proteins in protection against deleterious substances of these SCP-hubs. This analysis led to new findings such as a paralogous family of tail-anchored cysteine-rich TM domain proteins (CYSTM proteins), which comprise a novel general stress-resistance superfamily that is likely to be active in several major eukaryotic lineages. 42 While transporters are enriched among MDRs we found no significant enrichment for transporters among the SCP-hubs. Only two of the transporters that are MDRs are also represented among the SCP-hubs. Despite the overall lack of enrichment of transporters among SCP-hubs, one of the largest paralogous superfamily of proteins represented among SCP-hubs are transporters of the major facilitator superfamily (MFS). 43 In fact, 1/3rd of the MFS proteins in the network are SCP-hubs, which amounts to a significant enrichment of just this superfamily of transporters (n = 24; FET; p E 10
À6
). Yet, these transporters appear to act in distinct processes-five of them have been previously characterized as players in chemical resistance, while other sets of these transporters are required for uptake of hexoses, iron and in mitochondrial transport of nutrients (Additional file 5w). Thus, some of them might augment the energy production either by facilitating nutrient uptake or allowing exploration of alternative nutrient sources in response to the chemical. We also found Yer130c, a predicted transcription factor with C2H2 Zn-fingers, to be a SCP-hub. Orthologous proteins in other fungi such as Candida albicans 44 and Trichoderma atroviride 45 are transcription factors that bind to a specific stress response element to activate programs against acid or osmotic stress. These observations raise the possibility that Yer130c and its orthologs could be a general master regulator of stress response in ascomycete fungi that is required to coordinate natural resistance against a large number of chemicals.
Another stress-induced gene, Ygr127w, was also found to be a SCP-hub in our analysis, with homologous proteins present in animals, plants, fungi, ciliates and various bacterial lineages. It was earlier defined as an uncharacterized gene with a domain of unknown function (PFAM: DUF833). However, through profile-profile comparisons (HHpred program p E 10
À8
) we were able to show that these proteins contain a catalytic domain of the NTN hydrolase fold with a catalytic cysteine. In particular, they were closest to the peptide/amide-bond hydrolases of the conjugated bile acid hydrolase family. 46 We also found that previously uncharacterized proteins among the SCP-hubs include several distinct enzymatic domains such as the ATP-dependent condensation domain (e.g. acyl-CoA synthetase and polyketide synthase-like) (Yor093c), SIS domain aminotransferase (Ymr085w), GCN5-like acetyltransferases (Ygr111w and Yor012w), C-N hydrolase of the nitrilase fold (Yil165c), a distinct member of the gamma-glutamyl cyclotransferase fold (Yer163c), PLP-dependent aminotransferase (Yer152c), Rossmann fold oxidoreductase (Yhr009c) and carbon-sulfur lyase (Yml082w) (Additional file 5w).
Together, the presence of these catalytic activities among SCP-hubs strongly suggests a major aspect of chemical resistance is the cooperation between diverse enzymatic activities that are Fig. 2 High-confidence interactions between SCP-hubs. We computed cliques 125 in the SCPnet and reasoned that, due to its assortative nature, SCP-hubs should co-occur in several cliques, forming a densely connected sub-network. Thus, we used the point-wise mutual information 18 to identify the most significant edges linking SCP-hubs (p r 0.005). Part of the large mitochondrial component (red) (discussed in the text) is magnified in the bottom of the panel. Although we used a large-scale dataset 119 to assign protein sub-cellular localization in our network, we also found independent evidence supporting the mitochondrial localization for two of the three genes marked as non-mitochondrial in the inset, namely Ppt2 and Mgm101. 131, 132 This shows that the SCPnet is able to recover proteins involved in related processes solely based on their chemical-genetic
profiles. Yeast-specific/fast evolving proteins (blue) were defined as proteins with close homologs only in the clade saccharomycotina, as identified by a single-pass BLAST search (e-value o 0.001; 430% query/hit coverage). MFS transporters (here colored in green) were found as significantly over-represented among the SCP-hubs. Other classes of genes were not assigned in any special groups and are colored in yellow.
likely to modify deleterious substances through adducts such as acetyl groups, redox changes or hydrolysis of key bonds to render them less toxic. Many of these enzymatic domains show rapid divergence in the yeast lineage and have emerged through lateral transfer from bacteria or through duplications in certain large multi-gene families. The pattern of lineagespecific innovation seen among the SCP-hubs is also consistent with the above observation on their SAGA dominated promoters: TATA-containing genes tend to have higher expression divergence between closely related species, a trend that is also seen in other distantly related eukaryotes.
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Therefore the lineage-specific innovation at the protein sequence level goes hand in hand with their expression noise at the regulatory level. We propose that this observation, together with the earlier noted stark disparity between CPnet and SCPnet hubs, are the consequences of a unified underlying evolutionary strategy adopted by the organism. SCP-hubs with their multilevel lineage-specific diversity are contributors to the evolvability of the system (i.e. raw material for adaptive evolution), whereas the MDRs are primarily responsible for the system's robustness.
Effects of major post translational modifications and chemical resistance
To understand the impact of regulatory cascades on the CPnet and the SCPnet we endeavored to place them in the context of key signaling processes. There are several post-transcription modifications ranging from simple chemical groups like phosphate, acetyl or methyl moieties to large molecular adducts like lipids and ubiquitin-like proteins. Previous studies have shown a major role for ubiquitination and phosphorylation in many aspects of signaling environmental changes.
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Additionally, various large-and small-scale studies have been published for these two modifications, which allowed us to systematically assemble genome-scale data and derive networks from them (see Materials and methods for details).
To study their intersection with chemical tolerance mechanisms we used the rank plot, a representation that we have recently successfully employed in the comparison of differential behavior of genes in two distinct networks. 18 Briefly, the rank plot is a visualization technique that is useful to evaluate the connectedness (proxy for importance) of a given gene in two different functional contexts (networks). The genes are sorted by degrees and these absolute values are then converted to ranks in each context which provide a coordinate system for genes in the plot. 18 In comparing the CPnet with the ubiquitin and phosphorylation networks, we considered the fact that nearly all of the phosphorylation/UBL modification events in our reference datasets were detected under standard growth conditions. Hence, if a kinase or Ub pathway protein scores as hub in the CPnet but has low connectivity in the phosphorylation or ubiquitination network then it probably exerts most of its functions under chemical stress. If the converse were true, its signaling roles are likely to be largely relevant in standard growth conditions in mechanisms unrelated to chemical stress. This would allow a means of specifically identifying post-translational modification pathways with key roles in chemical tolerance.
Chemical tolerance involves multiple regulatory events mediated by the ubiquitin system Regulation of vesicular trafficking by the ubiquitin-system in natural chemical tolerance. We described above the overrepresentation of ubiquitination targets among the MDRs and its connection to the role of ubiquitin in vesicular trafficking which is a key system in chemical tolerance. The rank plot approach, along with the above-outlined logic provided a means to identify Ub-network genes that have specific influence in chemical tolerance but only a limited role under standard growth conditions. For instance, we found support for a specific role in chemical tolerance for the MDR gene Rcy1 (see above) by virtue of its position in quadrant-1 (contains genes with a specific chemical tolerance role; Fig. 3a) of the rank plot. Also of interest in the same context is the membrane-associated E3 protein Tul1, found in quadrant-1 (Fig. 3a) , which has been implicated in ubiquitinating membrane proteins in the course of vesicular trafficking. 50 We found two other F-box proteins, Ymr258c and Saf1 and another SCF component, the POZ-ankyrin domain protein Yil001w, in this quadrant. Of these Ymr258c, was recently implicated in resistance to methylmercury, 51 which is completely consistent with our prediction of a more general role for it in chemical resistance-it remains to be seen if it might function similar to Rcy1 in vesicular trafficking. Yil001w too shows hardly any interactions under standard conditions but is a hub in the SCPnet, suggesting that it might have a specific ubiquitination function in chemical tolerance. Saf1 has been characterized as involved in the SCF-mediated ubiquitination of adenine deaminase Aah1 and its subsequent degradation when yeast cells enter in quiescence. 52 It is likely that this F-box E3 subunit might have a role in degradation of enzymes associated with nucleotide salvage that are potential targets of deleterious chemicals and thereby foster natural resistance to them. Likewise, we also found the poorly characterized E1-enzyme of the Ub system with a Trs4-C domain, Ykl027w, 53 to be in quadrant-1 of this plot (the only E1 in this quadrant, Fig. 3a) . Though this protein has very few functional links under standard conditions, we had shown that it has clear links to the F-box dependent-ubiquitination complexes in the ubiquitin network.
18 Its presence in quadrant-1 strongly suggests that its primary role might be in chemical tolerance-it would be of interest for future experimental studies to investigate if it might functionally cooperate with any of the other F-box proteins, such as Rcy1, Ymr258c or Saf1 and the SCF component Yil001w, which were also recovered in the same quadrant of the plot.
Ubiquitination-mediated peroxisome biogenesis and degradation in chemical resistance. As mentioned above analysis of the CPnet had revealed a potential role for another trafficking system, i.e. autophagy, probably via pexophagy, as a comprehensive tolerance mechanism. Our current analysis of the Ub-network-CPnet rank plot threw further light on the peroxisomal participation in chemical tolerance. Three functionally linked peroxisomal ubiquitination machinery proteins Pex12, Pex10 and Pex4 18 scored high in terms of their ranks in chemical connections (Fig. 3a) and are major players in peroxisomal protein import and biogenesis. 54 To further delineate this peroxisomal aspect of pervasive chemical tolerance, we used these three proteins as baits to query the SCPnet. As a result we recovered a large peroxisomal sub-network comprising another 13 peroxins, among other genes (Fig. 3b) . Importantly, we found that while genes required for de novo synthesis of are not present (Fig. 3b) . It has been proposed that de novo peroxisome biogenesis is the preferred route to generate new peroxisomes when the cells are under high oxidative stress, perhaps due to heavy damage to the peroxisomes, while peroxisome fission apparently dominates under standard conditions. 55 Together, with the above observations of the involvement of pexophagy, it appears that degradation and de novo regeneration of peroxisomes might be a critical aspect of the general chemical tolerance. Perhaps, the combination of pexophagy and regeneration helps eliminate chemically damaged peroxisomes and produce new ones for active detoxification. The recovery of the Ub-pathway components Pex12, Pex10 and Pex4 suggests that this sub-network is probably critical in the process of keeping the peroxisomes functional by importing the requisite proteins.
Identification of deubiquitinating peptidases and proteasomal chaperones specific to chemical resistance. We also uncovered previously unknown roles in chemical tolerance for several other Ub network proteins by means of the rank plot analysis. Of considerable interest in this regard is the deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB) Ubp16, which is conserved across fungi, animals and plants and contains an N-terminal hydrophobic signal peptide. This signal peptide was shown to localize it to the mitochondrial outer membrane with the catalytic domain being lodged in the cytoplasm.
56 Surprisingly, we noticed that in the ubiquitin network, which primarily consists of interactions under standard conditions, Ubp16 shows no connections to other proteins 18 and is also not essential for general mitochondrial functions and inheritance.
56 However, Ubp16 is required for growth in the presence of 10 chemical compounds (especially metal chlorides; Additional file 1w). These observations indicate that this DUB is likely to be specifically involved in the defense against chemicals, probably downstream of a stimulating signal associated with the mitochondrion, by preventing proteasomal degradation of key targets. We also noted two proteasomal chaperone heterodimers in quadrant-1, namely Poc3 (Irc25)-Poc4 and Poc1-Poc2 (Pba1-Add66) (Fig. 3a) . [57] [58] [59] One possibility is that these chaperones act as buffers to allow efficient proteasomal assembly when the cell is facing the deleterious effects of a chemical in the environment. In support of this proposal we note that poc3D and poc4D mutants have also been reported to show growth defects under certain stress conditions. 57, 58, 60 We also found a conspicuous difference between ubiquitin and SUMO in chemical stress processes (Ubi4 and Smt3, respectively; Fig. 3a) . While ubiquitin is very relevant for growth in the presence of several chemicals, SUMO seems to be vital for growth in the presence of a relatively limited set of substances (quadrant-2 and 4, respectively; Fig. 3a ). Yet, we found that a poorly characterized SUMO-network protein, Wss1, which we had formerly predicted to be a metal-dependent desumoylating enzyme, 61 to be a major player in chemical tolerance (quadrant-1, Fig. 3a ). Wss1 appears to be required for the tolerance of a number of mechanistically distinct DNA-damage agents such as psoralen, berberine chloride, hydroxyurea, cisplatin and mitomycin C. Under standard conditions, this protein shows few interactions and is limited in its expression to a single spot in the cell close to the nuclear membrane.
62 Previous evidence has also been presented for Wss1's involvement in DNA-damage checkpoints. 63, 64 Its prominence in the chemical response suggests that it might catalyze specific nuclear desumoylation events that probably regulate DNA-repair or replication pathways that counter the effects of DNA-damaging agents.
Roles for specific phosphorylation cascades
A specific role for the HOG kinase cascade in chemical stress tolerance. Strikingly, we found that three successive kinases in the HOG signaling cascade Hog1, Ssk2 and Pbs2 scored as MDRs. Furthermore, the upstream receiver domain regulator of the HOG cascade Ssk1 and the downstream target of the cascade involved in glycerol biosynthesis Rhr2 (Gpp1; a glycerol 3-phosphatase) are also MDRs. 65 To investigate if they might actually interact in chemical tolerance we used the three kinases Hog1, Ssk2 and Pbs2 as baits to extract the linked sub-network from the SCPnet. Interestingly, not only did these 3 kinases emerge as a connected clique, but also they were part of a distinct sub-network in which they showed linkages to Rhr2 and Ssk1 (Fig. 4) . These linkages strongly suggested that the complete HOG cascade that leads to the glycerol synthesis is involved in natural chemical resistance. Previously, glycerol synthesis has been implicated in a protective response to osmotic, anoxic and oxidative stresses. 65, 66 While in part the role of glycerol production in chemical tolerance might arise from its action in countering the osmotic and redox effects of chemicals (e.g. NaCl, hydrogen peroxide and paraquat), all these genes are connected to a chemically diverse set of substances (Additional file 1w), indicating a more generalized function. In this light it might be of interest to further experimentally study the role of glycerol production as a general chemo-protective mechanism.
To assess the specific roles of particular protein phosphorylation pathways in chemical tolerance we used the rank plot to compare the importance of a protein kinase for resistance to multiple chemicals relative to its phosphorylation targets inferred under standard conditions along with the logic described above (Fig. 4a) . As a result we found that Ssk2 and, to a lesser degree, Pbs2 are more connected in the context of chemical responses than under standard conditions (quadrant-1, Fig. 4a ). The HOG pathway has another two MEKK kinases, Ste11 and Ssk22 (a partially redundant paralog of Ssk2), which, unlike Ssk2, are not particularly prominent in terms of their links to chemicals. In fact Ssk22 appears to have a fairly high number of targets, but these phosphorylation events seem to be relevant only under standard growth conditions (quadrant-4, Fig. 4a ). This suggests that instead of exclusive backup there is a functional divergence between the MEKK kinases of the HOG cascade, with Ssk2 probably being mainly a transducer of chemical stress. The above recovered sub-network of the SCPnet which contains the 3 HOG pathway kinases also links a number of other proteins that might functionally collaborate. One such is the PP2C family phosphatase Ptc4, which might counter the phosphorylation catalyzed by the Hog1 kinase and has been chemical tolerance is through regulation of membrane structure or composition by regulating lipid metabolism and distribution and multiple levels.
General conclusions
By integrating large-and small-scale datasets in the yeast model we assembled what to the best of our knowledge is the largest currently available chemical-phenotype network derived from gene deletions. The size of this network together with the diversity of the substances covered allowed us to address several general and specific questions concerning the phenomenon of chemical tolerance. While the previous largescale studies showed that certain key genes and pathways were major players in chemical resistance, the ''systems'' view of this phenomenon has been poorly explored. Likewise, though it has been clear that systems properties such as robustness have an important role in chemical resistance, the actual components that contribute to such properties and their biochemical mechanisms have not been objectively defined. By means of different network representations (the CPnet and SCPnet) and comparisons of the positions of genes/proteins in different networks (rank plots) we were able to characterize the structure of the cellular systems underlying chemical resistance.
In a previous analysis we showed that natural resistance disproportionately depends upon certain chemical complexes, especially those linked to chromatin structure and vesicle tethering, which appear to function as innate buffers against chemical insults. 16 We presented evidence that proliferation of certain functionally partially redundant protein complexes in eukaryotic evolution might be related to the advantages of possessing multiple buffers to cover for a diverse range of substances. In this work we used the data to specifically identify individual players that allow the cell to tolerate chemical stresses. Interestingly, these genes, the MDRs, showed a notable enrichment for previously identified phenotypic capacitors-buffers against phenotypic variation.
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Furthermore, several of the protein complexes that we had earlier identified as buffers against chemical effects were also recovered as phenotypic capacitors. 16, 40 These observations point to the generality of these players in buffering mechanistically unrelated forces impinging on the cell-i.e. there is a common sub-network of genes that simultaneously provide defenses against diverse potentially deleterious influences and intrinsic fragility. While this article was submitted for review, two publications using different approaches on largescale chemical genetic data appeared that support the above picture of the role of MDRs as capacitors. 87, 88 This sub-network appears to represent that part of the system that has primarily evolved for conferring general robustness, which is supplemented in different contexts by different sets of specific players. More strikingly, our analysis of the SCPnet uncovered another set of functionally interacting players that play a role in chemical tolerance. This set of genes appears to be enriched in lineage-specific and rapidly diverging members. In addition to sequence divergence they also show a corresponding tendency for evolutionary divergence in expression patterns and also an increased tendency for noisiness. Further, they appear to be part of a specific expression program that depends on SAGA. We present evidence that this set represents a previously underappreciated component of the chemical response that is involved in probing the environment and exploring alternative survival strategies, representing a systems property known as evolvability, which is frequently (mis)understood as opposite to robustness. However, some studies have proposed that both these concepts can be simultaneously accommodated in biological systems. [89] [90] [91] Given the role of SAGA-dominated genes in stresses other than chemical, we suspect that such a set of genes might have a more general role in coping with diverse harsh environments. Thus, two distinct systems properties, robustness and evolvability are simultaneously active as forces required to survive environmental variation, including deleterious chemicals.
A critical aspect of this work has been the recovery of the actual genes and associated biochemistry involved in the above-discussed network properties. We were able to identify certain key components of the ubiquitin system, and certain phosphorylation cascades as major participants and regulators of chemical tolerance. In particular we to show that a major sub-network in the SCP are mitochondrial protein synthesis genes, suggesting that boosted mitochondrial function is important for the exploration of alternative survival strategies under chemical stress. We also show that several genes in the SCPnet encode enzymes resembling those commonly found in bacterial and fungal secondary metabolism systems that are active in the stationary phase (e.g. acetylases, peptidases, redox enzymes, aminotransferases and a/b-hydrolases
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). This suggests that the exploration of alternative survival strategies under chemical stress and stationary phase strategies draw from a common pool of biochemical players. Another potential theme in this context could be lineage-specific POZ and F-box containing SCF complexes that might allow targeting of novel sets of proteins for degradation.
In conclusion, the ability of our analysis to extract previously unknown regulatory and functional components of sub-networks, as well as identify novel roles for formerly well-studied pathways, shows the power of such systems approaches in generating new biological knowledge. We hope that this would inspire further experimental studies to extend the findings presented here, and also add impetus for new data generating efforts.
Materials and methods

Datasets
We used data from 34 chemical-genetics publications 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 11, 14, 17, to assemble the meta-dataset used here. Protein-protein and genetic interactions were retrieved from the BioGrid database version 2.0.47. 
